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Ernie Pollard Meets the
Dragonflies

It all started with butterflies

Doug Taron
Peggy Notebaert Nature Museum

Monk’s Wood

Bluff Spring Fen Butterfly Survey Route

Citizen Science
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IBMN sites in Illinois

Pollard Protocol Butterfly Monitoring
is Expanding Nationally

What Pollard Surveys Do and Do Not
Show

How have butterfly data been used?

Yes
• Relative abundance
• Changes in abundance over
time
• Distributions

No
• Absolute population size
• Movement of individuals
• Mortality/Individual lifespan

IMPORTANT: In order to compare locations , years, or even different surveys on
the same site, the amount of search effort must be accounted for. Record start
and stop times!

• UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme:
– Over 100 journal articles
– 6 Books
– 14 Book chapters

• IBMN
– 3 Journal articles
– 2 Book Chapters

Additionally, the surveys must be conducted in a way that is consistent as
possible inorder to generate data that is most suitable for analysis.

How have butterfly data been used?
Monarchs in Illinois and Mexico

The move from butterflies to
dragonflies
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We were not the first to try to apply
Pollard’s technique to dragonflies

We were not the first to try to apply
Pollard’s technique to dragonflies

IOS started in 2002, right here at the
Nature Museum

The program has moved around a lot

• Gareth Blakesley started
the project
• Originally called the
Dragonfly Monitoring
Network
• Part of a larger project to
include dragonflies in our
butterfly exhibit
• That part didn’t work very
well- but dragonfly
monitoring did

Data formatting is now inconsistent
Today data are stored in:

• 2003: First year of data
collection, PNNM
• 2005: Moved to Harper
College
• 2013: Moved to Lake
Katherine
• 2017: Returned here to
PNNM

A goal for IOS is getting data to the
point where it can be analyzed

• Filemaker Pro records in
an outdated version
• Excell spreadsheets
with at least 4 different
formats
• PollardBase
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What makes for useful data?
1. Consistency
2. Accuracy
3. Quantity

Tips and Tools for Improving
Consistency
• Use the approved data sheet
• Record your survey correctly
– Very important to record start and stop times!

Tips and Tools for Improving
Consistency
• Use the approved data sheet
• Use the approved survey route map
• Walk the route the same way each time
– If you are prevented from doing so (e.g. trail is
flooded), make a note of this

• Only one set of eyes sees the dragonflies
• Report your data promptly!

Technology has helped tremendously
with consistency
• Digital mapping makes it much easier to keep
track of routes, and to keep survey routes
associated with the data collected there.
• Menu-driven databases keep species and
place names much more uniform.

Digital Maps
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Technology has helped tremendously
with consistency
• Digital mapping makes it much easier to keep
track of routes, and to keep survey routes
associated with the data collected there.
• Menu-driven databases keep species and
place names much more uniform.

Again, it began with butterflies

PollardBase!

• 2012 Meeting at
Georgetown
• Storage for Pollard survey
data identified as priority
• PollardBase developed,
began taking data in 2013
• IBMN historic data
uploaded in 2017
• PollardBase began taking
dragonfly data in 2018
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Tips and Tools for Improving Accuracy
• Always consider more common species before
identifying something as a rarity
• Pay attention to the list of the most common
species. The majority of your sightings will be
on that list.
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Springwater Dancer - Argia plana

Tips and Tools for Improving Accuracy
• Always consider more common species before
identifying something as a rarity
• Pay attention to the list of the most common
species. The majority of your sightings will be
on that list.
• Make use of partial identifications. Less
precise is far preferable to wrong.

Data Quantity
Datasets frequently become more powerful as they
become larger:
• More survey routes
• More surveys per year
• Longer time series

Incorporating historic data into PollardBase and
recruiting volunteers are high priorities for IOS
More analyses will become possible with a larger,
more accessible data set.

Wei, J. W., Lee, B. P. Y., & Wen, L. B. (2016). Citizen Science and
the Urban Ecology of Birds and Butterflies—A Systematic Review.
PloS one, 11(6), e0156425

• Among the butterfly monitoring projects
represented by contributions to scientific
journals, the survey model developed by the
Chicago-Illinois Butterfly Monitoring Network
is arguably the most commendable in terms of
producing data which could contribute to a
greater variety of research categories, in
particular long-term population trends.
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